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                  Bringing Communities Together with a Multicultural Unity Celebration 

To Our Community Leaders 

It is critical that we bring the Communities together, if we don’t make a day or celebration in 
which the communities can come together and learn to love each other, then our community 
will not function correctly. When we work together in trust and unity it benefits all of us, 
communication and unity are the only solutions to become a unified community. Fighting 
amongst ourselves will not bring us together, but fighting to bring our communities back 
together will keep us together and without unity we won’t fix anything. Our children’s, 
grandchildren’s, nieces’, nephews and other family members are a part of these communities. 
On our journey to build our communities together we may not have the power to create the 
world we want immediately, but by bringing us all together as a community is a project bigger 
than any one organization or company can do by themselves. This celebration is to bring our 
communities closer together by sharing in a celebration that will feature speakers whose 
message will be dedicated to the need for a greater unity among all people. Often our differences 
can keep us believing and feeling that we can’t come together. The aim is to bring forth a 
message of the many ways that we are the same and the hope that as we practice unity in our 
communities, it can then in turn have an effect on the world at large. 

By becoming a reality enhancing the cultural diversity of the communities and our city, 
serving as a bridge to the entire community. Now, in times like these, the most important thing 
we can do is bring families, communities, schools, businesses, and government the power to 
build great communities that works for all of us. This Community Multicultural Event will 
focused on connecting communities together, with that foundation it will engage us to build a 
community that reflects our values. My hope is that more of us will commit our energy to 
building a long term infrastructure to bring communities together, It will provide all of us 
with a sense of purpose and hope; moral validation that we are needed and part of something 
bigger than ourselves; comfort that we are not alone and a community is looking out for us. 
Join us in May for a Community Multicultural Unity Celebration.  

Our goal is to strengthen and build existing communities by helping us come together for this 
Community Multicultural Unity Celebration bringing communities together with music, 
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dance, song, ethnic foods, and visual arts that represents the many faces of cultural heritage as 
maintained and transformed by residing communities. To do this, we need ideas and 
understanding to work together on May 20, 2017. I hope we have the focus to take the long 
view and build a structure that holds a foundation together for better communities, we want 
for generations to come. At each step we learned how to come together to solve our challenges 
and accomplish greater things than we could alone.As our case is new, so we must think anew, 
act anew, it’s an honor to be a part of making this Community Multicultural Unity 
Celebration a great journey together. “It takes a village to raise a child “there needs are our 
needs, let’s give them a chance by coming together in This Community Multicultural Unity 
Celebration. Thank you for being part of this community celebration, and thanks for 
everything you do to help make this community multicultural day an event that will become 
part of our annual get together.   

       

Should you have any question, please do not hesitate to contact Judith Shealey or Lorene Walker 
at 407-557-8116 

 

 

It is a privilege to have your commitment as we embark on this Community Celebration!  

 

 

 

 

 

 


